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Shelter
celebrates
anniversary

MEN

The Cocoon Shelter
joins forces with
the University by
planning the shelter's
fifth anniversary
event | Page 3

USG's lack of
progress is
upsetting
In our staff editorial, we
question USG's devotion to their campaign
platforms, since their
goals for this school
year have barely been
worked on | Page 4

The positives
of sporting
facial hair
Columnist Dave Morin

KEVIN SOHMLY

•"•BGNEWS

loves beards, and lists
off the reasons why
all men should have

Four friends found barbershop
quartet to revive an old art form

them | Page 4

Obama
responds to
Republicans

ByAliaaaWidman
Reporter

Obama insists that his
decision to send
thousands of more
troops overseas will not
be rushed | Page 5

A new generation of barbershop quartet is here.
Together, senior David Parrett, junior Drew Ochoa, and sophomores Gordon
Howe and Nicholas Gordon make up Prestige, the University's newly-founded
barbershop quartet.
Prestige's members met at Harmony Camp, an annual summer event for barbershop singers. Although each student had their own reasons that led them

Soccer player
lives his dream

See PRESTIGE | Page 2

Student Jacob

University singing group
to attend a cape la showcase

Lawrence is living his
dream not only by
playing college soccer,
but by actually being in
college in the first

By D'Erra Jackson
Reporter

place | Page 6

A University singing group will be performing in an a cappella fest this Saturday at
the University of Michigan.
The Hee Bee BGs is an all-male a cappella singing group which performs pop
and chamber music. The group started in 2007 when former graduate students
Andrew Schultz and Matt Young decided to form the group, said Chris Clark,
director of the Hee Bee BGs.
See HEE BEE | Page 2

CITY
BRIEF

I

Early yesterday morning, a
Bowling Green city police officer
was involved in a car crash.
If you could carve
anyone's face in a
pumpkin, whose
would it be?

According to police reports.
Police Officer Andy Mulinix was
responding to a domestic dispute
911 phone call. He was driving
his police cruiser eastbound on
Palmer Avenue., and when he
failed to stop at a stop sign, his
cat collided with another vehicle
that was traveling northbound
on South Summit. Minor injuries
were reported, police reports said.

AMBER DALRYMPLE
Freshman. VCT

Mulinix was cited for a traffic
control device violation.

"Johnny Depp; he's
played so many crazy
and cool characters
you could carve."
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Reaccredidation
recommended
for department
By Magan Woodward
Repo'ter

bi, what professors are teaching
and student records. Also, Foust
had to write a narrative report
that explained the department
and what the department does

This past week, the Accredited
Council on Education of
loumalism and Mass commu- for the students,
"After writing the self study it
nications came and recommended accreditation for the came to be almost tiOO pages,
University's Journalism depart- the narrative report being 100
pages and other documents
ment.
With only 113 accredited 500 pages." he said.
The accredited team came
schools in the United States
and only 3 in Ohio, including in and checked nine standards
Kent State University, Ohio that need to be passed for
University and BGSU, Chair of approval.
Sections included: curricuthe department of Journalism
and Public Relations Jim Foust lum and instruction, which is
what the students are being
was happy about the outcome.
"Being approved for accredi- taught and how the department
tation was an affirmation is run; diversity and inclusiveof doing good things in the ness, which is how students are
department," Foust said. "It is learning how to be diverse and
good for the students are in a how to write for a diverse popuvery good program that we are lation; full and part time faca school that is recognized by ulty, which includes what kind
of faculty the department has;
the department."
Foust and the department student services, which is the
went through many prepara- media sources that the school
tions for the team to come and has for students, such as the
newspaper and magazine; and
look at the department.
Foust said they had to preSee PROGRAM | Page 3
pare a Self Study report that
included records, course sylla-

Ex-frat members
plead guilty in New York
student's hazing death
Students admit they supplied alcohol to
underage student trying to join their fraternity
driving.
Fellow student Alex Stucki,
21, who was later expelled, and
Devin McClain, 22. who lost his
GENESE0, N.Y. - Two former job at a college cafeteria, pleadmembers of a banned college ed guilty to criminally negligent
fraternity at a western New homicide, a felony. Stucki, of
York campus admitted yester- Rochester, also pleaded guilty
day they plied a student with to misdemeanor tampering
so much beer, champagne and with evidence for removing a
vodka during a three-day haz- pledge T-shirt from Partamian
ing that the young man died of after discovering his body in
alcohol poisoning.
an upstairs bedroom at the frat
Arman Partamian, 19, a house.
biology sophomore from New
In return, the two were
York City, was found dead sentenced to four months of
March 1 after drinking exces- weekends in jail. Stucki must
sively to gain membership in complete 500 hours of commuthe off-campus fraternity at nity service and McClain must
State University of New York complete 250.
in Geneseo. His blood-alcohol
See FRAT | Page 3
level was 0.55 percent, nearly
seven times the legal limit for
By Ban Dobbin
The Associated Press

Student group unites Apple
products and students
ByTlmNalda

ucts, but said that the meetings
would be helpful to her.
"I grew up in the PC era and
The Apple User Group on cam- that's what I'm sticking to," she
pus is looking to help students said. "1 would like to be informed
use their Apple products to the about |Apple| products because
best of their abilities.
in some of my classes, they only
President lustin Sisler said that use Macs."
the Apple User Group is a comSeniorJasonBoetcheralsosaid
munity of fanboysand fangirls of the meetings could be helpful
Apple products. They share tips to students. He owns an iPhone,
and tricks for Apple products at and said could use the group for
each meeting. They hold general help at times, particularly when
meetings every two weeks, tak- using his computer.
" Using the phone is pretty easy,"
ing place on Mondays at 9:15 in
he said. "Actually hooking it up
room 307 in the Union.
Sisler said the meetings are to my laptop can be tricky."
The group has about 15 active
informational, but laid back.
"The goal is to show how Apple members and 30 other members.
products make life easier." he To attract more members, the
said.
See APPLE | Page 3
Graduate student Gabrielle
Knafler does not use Apple prodReporter
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BLOTTER
SUNDAY OCT. 25
12:03 A.M.
Jeremy Vandyke. 19. of Bowling
Green, was cited (or open container
of alcohol an underage possession
of alcohol within the 300th block of
N. Enterprise St.

12:39 A.M.
Residents within the 700th block of
Manville Ave. were warned for disorderly conduct
1:38 A.M.
pher Marhko, 19. of Sylvania.
■ Diloreti. 19. and Michael
Sofia 20. both of Bowling Green.
were arrested for underage under
the influence on the corners of E.
tor and S College Street.
2:45 A.M.
wo subjects who were wresthin the 100th block of S.
Prospect St. were warned for disorderly conduct.

time during the night, unknown
subjects) broke off the driver's side
mirror within the 500th block of E.
Merry Ave.
2:12 P.M.
Comp ainant reported somet.me
during :he night unknown subjert(s)
kickcJ the front drivers side fender
within the 800th block of Second St
causing $200 in damages.
3 43 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
%ubject(s) broke both side mirrors
off then vehicle within the 100th
block of N. Enterprise, damage valued at $150.

9:24 P.M.
Residents within the 700th block of
E. Napoleon Road were warned for
disorderly conduct.

T

3:12 A.M.
Resident;, within the 900th block
of E. Wooster St. were warned for
disorderly conduct
3:42 A.M.
Residents within the 800th block of
Seventh St were warned for disorderly conduct for loud music
437 A.M.
Residents within the 2000th block
of E Napoleon Road were warned
for disorderly conduct for loud

MONDAY OCT. 26
4:50 A.M.
Matthew Hylton of Maumee,
Brittany Rody of Middleburg
Heights. Ohio, and Amber Hedley
of Centervdle. Ohio, were cited for
underage under the influence.
2:12 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) kicked the front drivers
side fender within the 800th block
of Second St. causing approximately $200 m damages.
2:43 P.M.
Complainant reported sometime
during the night unknown subject(s)
broke both side mirrors off the
vehicle within the 100th block of N.
Enterprise causing around $350 m
damages.

9:30 A.M.
^omplamant reported sometime
curing the night unknown subject(s)
licked in the rear passenger side
of her apartment within the 700th
block of N. Enterprise St Damage
is valued at $500.

CORRECTION
POLICY

10:12 A.M.
v. jmplamant reported some-

We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

check us out online @

BGViews

.com

PRESTIGE
From Page 1
to join Prestige; all had choir
directors who sang barbershop
and encouraged their pursuit of
the barbershop style.
"We were all friends before we
started the quartet. We all hung
around and sang together and
decided to form a quartet about
a year and a half ago," Gordon, a
baritone, said. "We love to sing
and we want to try and be the
best we can be."
Like the quartet's name suggests. Prestige is setting fairly
high standards for itself.
Gordon said Prestige won
fourth place at the 2009 Bank
of America Collegiate Quartet
Contest, out of 28 international
competitors this past July in
Anaheim, Calif. He also said
Prestige came in second place

HEE BEE
From Page 1
Clark takes care of the musical aspects in rehearsals.
"If they're singing wrong
notes. I fix that," Clark said.
"But. I also work on getting the
best performance from them
that I possibly can."
There are currently 14 members in the group, and their
majors range from music to
accounting and popular culture.
The a cappella fest,
Acapelloza, is hosted every year
by University of Michigan's
Dicks and lanes, said senior
Shane Coe, president of the
Hee Bee BGs. It has been
around for 10 years.
This is the first time the
group has been invited to the
festival. The International
Competition of Collegiate A
Cappella the group competed
in last year in Michigan got
them the invite to perform in
this year's festival, said )im
Oravecz, associate vice president of student affairs and faculty advisor for the Hee Bee
BGs.
Oravecz joined the group
in the fall of 2007, the semester after the group began. He
answers any questions group
members may have and helps
them develop as student leaders. Oravecz works closely wit h

WWWBGVIEWS.COM

in thelohnnyApplesecd District
"We're trying to promote a
competition this past weekend, younger look on barbershop.
missing first place by one point We're always stressing how fun
it is to the younger kids," Ochoa
out of 3000.
While competing, quartets said. "Being with the kids and
are ranked in the three catego- teaching them to sing barberries of singing, music, and pre- shop is such a thrill too. not just
sentation, and these categories the performing aspect."
Vocal
coach
Douglas
translate into points, Gordon
Wayland said Prestige's success
said.
Aside from succeeding in has allowed them to become
competition, Prestige is also more exposed and obtain more
focused on reviving interest in performance and barbershop
barbershop music in younger camp opportunities, which in
generations, lead singer Ochoa turn gives the quartet more
said. Following the success of experience. When the group
its first international competi- goes out and wins, they are
tion, Ochoa said Prestige now always asked to do more, he
makes many appearances at said.
"They're a younger quartet
camps in the Ohio area similar
to the one where its members that has been together for nearly two years," Wayland said.
met.
Next May, for example, he "Because it's an older art form,
said Prestige will be heading they are trying to encourage
to Orlando, I la. to sing and to younger singers to he involved.
They are a good representation
teach barbershop.

of the next generation of performers and the University."
Wayland said he meets individually with Prestige's members on a weekly basis for private voice lessons and has seen
them improve immensely over
the past year.
"They have beautiful voices
that do all kinds of things," he
said. "They're all so talented,
so that's what makes them
really wonderful to work with.
Hopefully they will do well at
the next competition."
Ochoa said even during competition time, he and his friends
will remain focused on identifying themselves as a quartet
and enjoying what they do.
"We never want it to seem
like a job, especially at competition time," Ochoa said. "Our
main goal is to make sure we're

because during Christmas and
the spring semester, they do
more.
A cappella was something
Coe always wanted to do. he
said. He's been singing and
playing the piano since age
five. He joined the group in
the fall of 2006 when founders
Schuhz and Young approached
him and said they wanted to
start the group. He has enjoyed
his time with the group every
since.
"It's been great." he said. "It's
given me some of my best mem ories I've had in college and
probably all my best friends are
in the group. There's nothing I
dislike about the group."
Koehler feels the same way.
For him, the experience has
been fantastic.
"It's been a ride for sure," he
said. "The energy that comes
from being in the group is outstanding, and then the energy
that we get from the audiences
we perform for is awesome."
Koehler also said being in the
group can be time consuming,
but he wouldn't do it if it wasn't
worth it.
Koehler has been study-

ing music, instrumental!)- and
vocally, for about 12 years. He
loves music because for him, it
is a "breath of life" and way to
express his emotions he cannot put into words. It is a way
to convey meaning behind the
unexplainahle, he said.
"And what's cool about music
and why I'm so enwrapped in it
is because it's one of the very few
things in our world that can be
considered universal language,"
he said. "Every culture that's
ever existed, ever survived has
had music as a core center of it."
While group members enjoy
the group and what they do.
they still face challenges as a
group.
"It was difficult to find our
sound and kind of find out what
we really wanted to be," Coe
said.
Despite the initial difficulties,
the group has many goals for
the future.
"Our main goal right now is to
get a CD out," Coe said.
The CD should come out next
spring, he said. The group also
wants to win the International
Competition of Collegiate A
Cappella coming up this spring.

Clark and attends every rehearsal
to provide feedback to the group.
The Hee Bee BGs will be the
only all-male group performing in the event and they will
perform several songs, including
"Piece of Mind" and "Inside Out."
"We are all very, very excited
for the festival," Coe said.
"I'm so excited for the performance on Saturday," said senior
Matt Koehler, a member of the
group. "It will be our first time
to really show off the new group
and share in some great a cappella music with other groups
from different universities."
The Hee Bee BGs have also
performed at different high
schools in cities throughout Ohio,
including Cleveland, Columbus,
Dayton and Defiance. They
perform at different churches,
weddings and around campus
as well. A former member got
married last November and the
group performed at his wedding.
The group also performed
at University President Carol
Cartwright's inauguration.
Coe, who's responsible for handling events, said the group does
about five gigs a month, lie said
it really depends on the season

maintaining the friendship and
having fun singing together."
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Shelter raises domestic
violence awareness
By Christopher Rambo
Reporter

BfNIOHMAN

HALLOWEEN AT A DISCOUNT
BARGAIN: Senior construction major Jim Stahl (left) scans the shifts looking for a discount Halloween costume. Tony Harman (fight) of Swanton. Ohio, loob through sports coats for his
news anchot man costume Both came to Goodwill looking for last minute halloween costumes
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APPLE
From Page 1

From Page 1

group passes out flyers,
and had a booth at Campus
Pest.
"We try to have interesting
events at meetings," Sisler
said.
lackie Pierson is a founding member the of the
group. She said that there
are groups on other campuses, and she and the other
founders wanted to start one
at the University because
Apple products are popular
here.
"We knew a lot of people
that loved Apple products,"
she said.
Although the group deals
with Apple products, there
are no requirements to join
and there are no fees.
"You don't even need a Mac
to join," Sisler said.
The Apple User Group
holds workshops every other
Wednesday and Thursday in
the Union Bookstore.

FRAT
From Page 1

If convicted after a trial, the
pair could have drawn up to
four years in prison.
Livingston County prosecutor Thomas Moran said he
agreed to the plea deal because
thedefendantsshowed remorse
and because Partamian's parents wanted to be spared the
anguish of a trial. As part of
the plea deal, the prosecution
dropped a misdemeanor hazing charge.
"The four months of weekends, is it light? It probably is,"
Moran said. "But take everything into the totality of the
circumstances — the parents'
wishes, the fact both defendants are branded for a lifetime
(as felons) — mitigates what I
think might be perceived as a
little light on the jail time."
Another student, Daniel
Wech. 21, of Buffalo, pleaded
guilty last month to unlawfully dealing with a child for
allowing alcohol to be served to
Partamian. He was sentenced
to three months of weekends

FRUGAL
FALCON$
Ten Warning Signs of
Too Much Debt-Part 2

newspaper and magazine;
and assessment of learning
outcomes, which is after students learn the information
how they can apply it to real
life.
The
department
of
lournalism
and
Mass.
Communication has been an
accredited department since
the 1970s.
"The accreditation process
is extremely important," said
Director of theSchoolof Media
and Mass Communication
Terry Rentncr. "Because
there are only three schools
in Uhio with accreditation, if
students look for top quality
journalism programs in Ohio
our name will be mentioned."
Rentner was also happy
with the outcome of the
accreditation process.
"The outcome was just what
we hoped for," she said. "It is
great tribute to our faculty
and our top quality students."
in jail.
Investigators say Partamian
was one of three pledges who
drank heavily for two days at
the fraternity, known as the
Orange Knights, and at another
location in the village where
some club members live. They
resumed drinking the afternoon of Feb. 28 and Partamian
was helped to bed late at night
by si in ki after he passed out.
"I'm extremely sorry.... I never
thought that would happen,"
Stucki told the judge.
Stucki's lawyer, Lawrence
Andolina, told reporters afterward: "He feels terrible. He lost
a friend."
McClain also apologized and
offered his condolences to the
family.
The prosecutor said the two
probably learned their lesson.
"Obviously, no one intended
Annan to die," Moran said.
'This was people drinking and
not thinking, and we need to
get the message across that outof-control drinking can lead to
tragic, tragic circumstances."
The fraternity, also called the
Pigs, was banished from campus in 1996 after two students

But even with the recommendation, the department
is not finished yet. Associate
professor Nancy Brendlinger
said two meetings in the
next year v\ II be the determining factor over whether
the department will get reaccredited.
"The committee meets with
other committees in March
and the committee either
accepts the report or denies
and then it goes to the council in May or June for approval," she said.
Brendlinger
said
the
accreditation process can be
very stressful but it makes the
department stronger.
"It is very stressful for us. no
one likes to have to add this
to their regular job and we do
not like being looked under a
microscope." she said. "But it
does make us look at what we
are doing and make sure we
doing it well."
Brendlinger was also happy
with the outcome of the process last week.
"I feel very comfortable
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See SHELTER | Page 10

were hospitalized for drinking. It
has since been dissolved. Nearly
5.600 students are enrolled at
the school in Geneseo. 35 miles
south of Rochester.

RE-ELECT
•Eric Myers*

about what they found out
about us. They found out
about our strengths and our
weaknesses," she said "It is a
really good method to keep
the department strong. Some
Students chose us because we
were an accredited department."

llach October, Domestic
Violence Awareness Month pro
vides an opportunity for various
organizations across the country to help raise awareness about
what is an often overlooked
crime. One in four women in this
country suffer from some form
of domestic violence. In addition
to physical damage, many victims are often left feeling help
less, with nowhere to turn, it is
a crime that affects all aspects
of a person's life. In part to help
raise campus awareness about
domestic violence, a local shelter
recently reached out to a group
of University students for help.
Karlicr this month, students in
an event planning class taught
by Alumni Association director
Montiquc Cotton Kelly present
ed their ideas for the shelters
fifth anniversary event, an event
the shelter hopes will strengthen
its ties with both the University
and surrounding community.
The Cocoon Shelter, located
in Bowling Green, has been
providing a safe haven lor battered women and their children
for the better part of four \ears.
With the help of a strong network of volunteers, the Shelter
provides safe emergency housing lor victims and their children
at no cost.
In addition to giving victims
provisions of food, clothing and
personal care items, the shelter
also tries to empower its resi
dents, many of whom arrive burdened by considerable psychological trauma.
"Domestic violence involves a
pattern of coercive and controlling behavior that unfolds over
time," said Michelle Clossick,
founding executive director for
the shelter. "It does not begin
with a single push or shove. It
is the isolation, the threats, the
stalking, the manipulation and
the put-downs. A big part of

what we do is to try and help deal
with the psychological damage
in our victims, which oftentimes
is just as prevalent as the physical abuse.
With theil fifth anniversary
approaching in lune 2010, the
shelter sought a way to plan an
event that would spread their
message as well as make prudent
use of their limited resources.
With that in mind, lanel
Parks, a member of the shelter's
board of directors and retired
Universit) professor, proposed
the idea of asking the students
in Kelly's recreation and tourism
class in come up with ideas for
thi' event and bounce them off
members ol the shelter.
According to Parks, the idea
to ask this particular class,
stemmed from the wonderful
treatment she received at an
Alumni Association banquet in
the spring of 2008.
"I thought the event was just
amazing." Parks said. "The association had every little detail
planned out, tight down to the
colors on the table. I thought that
if IKellyl did such a good job at
planning that event, then the
Students in her class would be
the perfect ones to ask for some
fresh Ideas."
Kelly was immediately onboard with Parks idea, and
decided to turn it into a class
project. She divided the students
up into groups ol lour and had
them coordinate the anniversary event as if their idea was
the one that would ultimately be
used, taking into consideration
aspects such as budget, location,
food and entertainment.
1 was thrilled that my students were asked to participate
in this." Kelly said. "Not only
does ii give them real cxperience relevant to their eventual
careers; it aUo helps out a terrific
non-profit cause. Overall, it was
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"The outcome was just what we hoped for. It is great tribute to our
faculty and our top quality students.
- Teny Rentner, Director of the School of Media and Mass Communication, on
the reaccredidation of the University's journalism program [see story, pg. 1].
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"My ex-boyfriend, so
I could kick it off the
top of a building."

Wednesday. Octobei 28.20O9 4

If you could carve anyone's face in a pumpkin, whose would it be?
"Katie Good, because
she's cute"

"Myself, because I'm
a very handsome
man"

"Mitch Hedberg.
He was a great
comedian.

I*

VISIT US AT
BGV1EWS.COM

Have your own tab on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

JESSICA JACKSON,
Senior.
Chemistry

STAFF EDITORIAL | CAMPUS POLITICS

USG actions so
far do not show
strong progress
After more than two months
on the job, it's prime time for
a review oft he Undergraduate
Student Government.
For those new to the USG
acronym, it is used to represent the University's deliberative and legislative body
elected by students from their
own ranks to represent their
ideals at the University.
Voted into office last April,
the Sundeep Mutgi and Kevin
Basch administration arrived
on the campus political scene
with hopesofbeingtrueadvocates for student interests.
Primary platform goals for
the 2009-10 school year at
that time included overturning the Section O over-occupancy city ordinance, which
says no more than three
unrelated people can live in
the same residence; focusing
on campus beautification;
and getting student input for
the dining services changes.
But the four resolutions
passed so far this semester
do not reflect those original
platform issues.
Resolutions adopting a new
seal to become the official
graphical image of USG and
honoring a departing adviser. Jeff Coats, for dedication
and service were passed. And
while honoring administrator service is a nice gesture,
should adopting a new seal
really have been one of the
first issues the student government, a voice for students,
tackles?
USG also spent $701 of
funds derived from student
fees on member shirts bearing the new organization
seal.
With tight budgets these
days, many other student
organizations will probably be forced to take cuts on
spending. Apparently, those
same worries do not plague
the student government.
Matching shirts should not
take priority over passing
resolutions that can actually
affect students' lives.
Another key resolution
passed calls for a straw poll
vote of the undergraduate student body regarding
a $20-per-semester student
shuttle fee for the addition of
a downtown route. As previously reported, the vote will
take place Nov. 16 and Nov. 17
via a link from the University
Web site homepage.
And the votes could pos-

sibly influence the USG decision to recommend the fee,
or the results could be tossed
aside if not enough students
participate — a true democratic process.
Granted, a resolution was
passed supporting beautification efforts for renovating
the Jerome Library deck, in
line with the administration's original goals. The
space on the library's second floor could definitely use
some upkeep and USG took
on that responsibility for the
sake of potential University
student recruitment and
plans to advocate continued
renovations.
Here's to hoping USG sticks
with the cause throughout
the year.
A disconnect exists between
the interests of the government and its student constituents, as shown in these
passed policies. Presumably,
the more local a governing
body's focus, the more voice
its constituents should have in
its policies, but by the actions
taken so far, it wouldn't seem
USG is paying any attention
to students at all.
Unforeseen issues do come
up. Tackling issues at hand
is important, as well as gathering and respecting student
opinion, which is something
USG has always had to wrestle
with throughout the years.
As the University students'
own form of representation,
it is amazing to know how little students know about USG.
Do you know who your USG
representative is? Do you
know that a handful of top
USG officers are getting paid
to be the liaison between
students and the administration? Do you feel properly
represented?
It is time to put the heat
back on the student government. Go to their meetings
every Monday night at 7:30
p.m. in Union 308. Join in
asking your representatives
the tough questions that have
not been addressed.
Get some resolutions on
the agenda that actually
matter to you because, while
USG is trying, their efforts to
represent the student body's
real interests usually seem to
come up short.

Respond to staff editorials
at thenews@bgnews.com

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor.

TYLER HOLLOWAY.
Freshman.
Undecided

ZACH RICHARDSON.
Freshman,

THOMAS WARE,
Junior.
Supply Chain Management

Undecided

a question' Give us your
feedback at be/views com
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Beards give the wearers many advantages

Beards. Some love them, others
hate them. Most don't spend
enough time thinking about
them. That is a shame, because
beards are coming back into
style.
Now worn by celebrities and
economists (thank you, Ben
Bemanke), beards are no longer the facial hair of the professor and motorcycle enthusiast.
Beards are finally getting the
respect they deserve, but being
part of the bandwagon is not
tne best reason to grow the
coveted "Roman Empire of the
Face."
It takes a strong argument
and solid evidence to persuade
someone to alter their appearance in such a dramatic way.
Lucky for all of us, I am here to
convince the men out there to
cultivate their facial hair and
embrace the awesomeness of
the beard.
Beards come in a wide variety of shapes and sizes. Be
aware of the individuals who
claim true beards must make
you look like a crazy, wild-eyed
hobo. Ordinary bearded men
should follow their own hearts,
and not be persuaded by the
self-proclaimed bearded elite.
If your facial hair is noticeable from 10 feet and covers
your chin, cheeks and upper
lip, leaving no hair gaps in the
"side mouth bridge," you are a
proud owner of a beard. Take
pride in that accomplishment,
for you are now in a special
group, envied by many, hated
by few.
Contrary to popular belief,
there is no national beard
council. We Beardians do not
subscribe to a distinguished
newsletter, nor do we receive
special discounts at the local
Dairy Queen. What we do gain
from the forest on our face is
a unique set of characteristics
that are absent in our nonbearded brethren.
Firstly, beards serve as great
nonverbal cues. Beards allow
the wearer to think about com-

plex issues at his leisure. We
facial hair connoisseurs do not
have to instantly make a decision that could affect our academic and social life. Unlike
those with no facial hair, the
bearded are allowed a few
seconds to slowly stroke their
manly manes as they ponder
inquiries ranging from the
rather mundane to the exciting.
if called on in class, we facial
hairphiles are allowed up to
3 seconds to decide upon an
answer. Most professors understand that with great facial hair
comes great responsibility, and
to force a bearded one to make
a quick decision is tantamount
to making a penguin live in the
jungle.
I am not a doctor. I may be
striving for my Ph.D., but I hold
no medical license, at least not
one that is officially recognized
in this country. With that said, I
can not be completely sure that
what I claim next is technically
correct, but I do believe beards
effectively prevent all swine flu
infections.
I don't know if beards somehow stimulate the immune
system or if the immune sys-

tem responds well to the confidence exuded by the beard, but
I have not met one person who
has both HIN1 and carries fur
on their face. I am willing to
admit there are flaws In this
theory, but ask yourself, do you
know anyone with swine flu?
If so, are they clean-shaven?
Exactly.
Besides gaining approximately 15 points on the badass scale, the man with a
beard is also viewed by most
as an intellectual of the highest order. It is essentially the
best of both worlds. Random
strangers don't dare mess with
you for fear you have an axe
or a dictionary in your pant
leg. The bearded can figh* in
the Octagon after teaching an
advanced biochemistry class.
We all understand why beards
are affiliated with higher education. Professors, for some reason yet to be understood, love
to sport beards. This is just a
guess, but perhaps many professors hold valuables and jewels in their facial forest.
As for the bad-ass points,
beards just grant you physical
strength. I don't know how or
why, so don't ask. Every beard-

ed man in history has been able
to clear a room with both this
mental and physical ability.
Poseidon? He has both a Ph.D.
from Princeton and the ability
to create hurricanes. Frederick
Douglass? The man singlehandedly beat up Lincoln's
cabinet. Santa Glaus? His max
on the bench is 440 pounds.
I ask that all of the ladies try
not to fret over my column.
I may convince some of your
boyfriends to grow the manly
mane, but sadly most of the
guys will throw away my diatribe without ever considering
embarking on the journey to
manliness.
If your boyfriend does grow a
beard and you are concerned,
please don't try to convince
him to shave. His beard may
be scratchy and his looks may
start to resemble a scary biker
or lumberjack, but have no
fear. His beard not only helps
him, but will grant you with
special attributes as well.
Alas, that topic must be left
for another day.

Respond to Dave at
thenews@bgneivs.com

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND
CARTOONISTS!!!!
Need a place to voice your opinions? The
Forum section is looking for more people
like you to write columns and illustrate for
us.
Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West

Hall.

■ E-mail us at thenews'^bcjnews.com

■ Oop a note into our new comment box at thi Union
Information Center
■ Cal IB at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hal.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
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FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP HEWS STORIES
The site is updated dady
with stories from the paper
and online extras.

BLOWING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in B6
athletics.

KATE SNYDER. MANAGING EDITOR
BECKY TENER. CAMPUS EDITOR
EUA FOWLER. CITY EDITOR
JEFF HOUNSHEL COPY CHIEF
TAYLOR RICHTER. DESIGN EDITOR
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ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns since
2000.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
10 the editor.
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than S00
words. These are usually m response
to a cunent issue on the University's
campus or the Bowlinq Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also m
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions wiH not be
printed

E MAIL SUBMISSIONS
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attachment to theotwj¥?bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor' or 'Guest
Column' All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
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Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the vww of The BG News
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Japanese warship
to test missile system
off Kauai

FDA to ban sale
of raw oysters
from Gulf of Mexico

55-plus officers
seeking Maine
shooting suspect

Safety board probe:
Tire puncture caused
Texas bus crash

Psychiatric patient
shot dead after
stabbing doctor

Four in Pagans
Motorcycle Club
case plead guilty

HONOLULU (AP)-Japanese and
US warships are preparing to lest a
missile defense system off Kauai.

NEW ORLEANS (AP)- Federal
officials plan to ban sales of raw oysters
harvested from the Gull of Mexico
unless the shellfish are treated to
destroy potentially deadly bacteria.

NEWPORT. Maine (AP)-More
than 55 police officers and three aircraft are searching for a man whose
father was shot to death and mother
severely beaten in Maine

BOSTON - A man stabbed a doctor
while being treated at a psychiatric ward at
a Boston medical building yesterday and
was fatally shot by an off-duty secunty
guard who saw the attack, police said.

Opponents say the requirement
could deprive diners of a delicacy cherished for generations.

Police are looking for 45-year-old
Perley Goodrich Jr.. who was last
seen at about 11:50 pm. Monday
leaving the home he shared with his
parents in Newport, a town of about
5.000 people nearly 50 miles west
of Bangor.

DALLAS - An investigation by the
National Transportation Safety Board
has determined that a lire puncture
caused a bus crash that killed 17 members of Houston's Vietnamese Catholic
community last year.

CHARLESTON. W.Va (AP)
- Four men associated with the
Pagans Motorcycle Club have
agreed to testify against others
charged in a 44-count federal racketeering indictment.

The test is one of several in recent
years on a U.S. ballistic missile defense
system. It is scheduled foe yesterday
afternoon or early evening after being
moved up from today due to weather
concerns.
The Japanese destroyer JS Myoko is
to track and destroy a missile fired from
the Pacific Missile Range Facility at
Barking Sands in Kauai using the Aegis
missile-defense system.
During the test, the USS Paul
Hamilton and USS Lake Erie will detect
and track the target as a training exercise. Both ships are stationed at Pearl
Harbor
The first test of a Japanese Navy
vessel equipped with the Aegis was in
late 2007.
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The proposal would take effect
in 2011 for fresh Gulf Coast oysters
harvested during warm months. Those
oysters would have to be treated with
low-dose radiation, a process that
would kill them before they get to
market
Industry officials argue that the procedure is too costly. They say adequate
measures already are being taken. The
Gulf supplies about two-thirds of US
oysters
About 15 people die each year in the
United States from raw oysters infected
with Vibrio vulnificus. which typically is
found in warm coastal waters between
April and October.

The findings were presented
at an NTSB meeting yesterday in
Washington The board is expected
to act on the report before the end of
the day
The crash occurred in August 2008
when a charter bus carrying 55 passengers to a retreat in Missouri plunged
over a highway bridge in Sherman.
about 60 miles north of Dallas

Steve McCausland of the Maine
Public Safety Department says
Goodrich is considered armed and
dangerous because weapons are
missing from the house.

The NTSB investigation found that
a retreaded tire on the vehicle's right
front axle failed. Federal regulations
prohibit retreads from being affixed to
the front of buses However, the NTSB
determined that the retreading itself
didn't cause the tire failure.

McCausland says 76-year-old
Perley Goodrich Sr was shot to
death and 64-year-old Sandra
Goodrich was severely beaten. She's
being treated at a hospital.
McCausland says the younger
Goodrich is believed to have fled in
his parents' van. which was abandoned on a dirt road two miles from
the home.

- Danny Robbins(AP)

The attack took place m the afternoon
at 50 Stanifotd St, a bgh-nse building affiliated with Massachusetts General Hospital
The female doctor, whose name was not
released, was in stable conrition Poke say
the suspect died of the gunshot wounds
The security guard was off duty and gust
happened to be at the scene, according to
Massachusetts GeneralPolice locked down the building, teling
employees and patients that they could
not immediately leave Nearby streets were
shutdown.
Poke Commissioner Ed Davis later said
no one else was injured, and there was no
further danger.
The attack took place at the
Massachusetts General Hospital Bipolar
Clinic & Research Program in a building
near the main hospital The program provides dhcal care, conducts research and
educating the community about bipolar
disorder, according to its Web site.

The four pleeded guilty yesterday in Charleston Plea deals
require them to testify against
co-defendants and in two cases.
reduced charges
Entering pleas were 50-year-old
Eric Lyttle. 54-year-old William
Hankins Sr.. 29-year-old Edward
Parsons, and 55-year-old James
Lyttle They face sentences ranging
from five years to life
The four are the first to plead
guilty to charges targeting Pagans
from West Virginia. Kentucky.
Virginia. Pennsylvania. New York.
New Jersey. Delaware and Florida
for a host of alleged crimes including murder conspiracy and kidnapping.

The bulldog is in a largely commercial
area. It contains businesses with treatment
specialties and several medkal groups associated with Massachusetts General
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-BobSafsberg(AP)

Obama says he will not

Bill to ban foreign nuke

Court: No drug money case

rush Afghanistan decision

waste makes small advance

against Florida lawyer

By Anne Gearan
and Charles Babmqton
The Associated Press

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. — Despite
Republican pressure to act
quickly, President BarackObama
says he won't rush his decision
about whether to send more
troops to Afghanistan where 14
Americans died in the deadliest
day for U.S. forces in more than
four years.
"While I will never hesitate to use force to protect the
American people or our vital
interests, I also promise you this
— and this is very important as
we consider our next steps in
Afghanistan: I will never rush
the solemn decision of sending
you into harm's way," Obama
said Monday during a visit to
Naval Air Station Jacksonville. "I
won't risk your lives unless it is
absolutely necessary."
Obama spoke on a day when a
U.S. military helicopter crashed
while returning from the
scene of a fire fight with suspected Taliban drug traffickers
in western Afghanistan. Ten
Americans, includingthree Drug
Enforcement Administration
agents, died in the crash. Four
more troops were killed when
two helicopters collided over
southern Afghanistan.
It was the heaviest single-day
loss of life since lune 28, 2005,
when 19 U.S. troops died, 16 of
them aboard a Special Forces
MH-47 Chinook helicopter that
was shot down by insurgents.
Obama is nearing a decision
on whether to commit large
numbers of additional troops to
the war next year. His top military commander in Afghanistan
favors an increase of roughly
40,000, officials have told The
Associated Press, which would
allow the U.S. military to expand
its reach in areas of the country's south and east now under
Taliban sway.
Obama's visit to the naval air
station came after he convened
another in a series of White
House war council sessions
with about a half-dozen Cabinet
officials and other top advisers
earlier Monday in Washington
amid Republican criticism that
he is taking too long to choose
his next move. The White House

Situation Room session focused
on the cooperation between U.S.
military and civilian efforts in
Afghanistan, White House officials said. Another session may
be held later this week.
Obama did not tip his hand
on how he might decide. White
House press secretary Robert
Gibbs told reporters that a decision was still expected in the
coming weeks.
A war plan that asks Obama
to commit tens of thousands
of additional U.S. forces to
Afghanistan is too ambitious,
a top Senate Democrat said in
Washington on Monday.
Sen. John Kerry, the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee
chairman who was the White
House's point man during last
week's tense talks with Afghan
President Hamid Karzai, praised
commanding Gen. Stanley
McChrystal but said his plan for
adding troops in Afghanistan
"goes too far, too fast."
Kerry's stance would aim for
a modest increase in American
forces, treading middle ground
between Republicans who have
said Obama would put soldiers
and the country at risk by rejecting McChrystal's larger request
and anti-war Democrats who
question whether the United
States already has taken on too
much in Afghanistan.
"Under the right circumstances, if we can be confident that
military efforts can be sustained
and built upon, then I would
support the president should he
decide to send some additional
troops to regain the initiative,"
Kerry. D-Mass., said.
Fresh from several days
of talks in both Pakistan and
Afghanistan, Kerry warned that
the United States also cannot
risk a drastic shift in strategy
that would focus narrowly on
hunting terrorists.
"We all see the appeal of a
limited counterterrorism mission, and no doubt it is part of
the endgame, but I don't think
we're there yet," Kerry said during remarks to the Council on
Foreign Relations. "A narrow
mission that cedes half the country to the Taliban could lead to
civil war" in Afghanistan and
threaten the fragile civilian government in Pakistan, he said.
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TAROT CARD READINGS
SOLVES ALL PROBLEMS AND ANSWERS ALL QUESTIONS

By Brock V.rg.kl.
The Associated Press

SALT LAKE CITY — A bill
designed to keep foreign countries from disposing their
nuclear waste in the United
States is taking a small but significant step toward getting a
U.S. House committee vote for
the first time.
Tomorrow, the Radioactive
Import Deterrence Act will
undergo a process known as
markup, where members of
a House subcommittee will
debate and recommend changes to the bill before it advances.
The bill to ban the importation of low-level radioactive
waste was drafted in response
to a Utah company's plan to
import up to 20,000 tons of
low-level radioactive waste
from Italy's shuttered nuclear
power program through the
ports of Charleston, S.C., or
New Orleans. After processing in Tennessee, about 1,600
tons would be disposed of in
EnergySolutions Inc.'s facility
in the western Utah desert.
It is the largest single
amount of radioactive waste
that the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission has ever been
asked to allow into the country,
and the NRC doesn't have the
ability to keep the waste out
simply because it is foreign.
Bill supporters say the impor-

tation of U.S. disposal facilities
should be preserved for domestic waste as the U.S. increasingly looks at expanding nuclear
power use.
EnergySolutions' facility is
the only one currently available to 36 states, although an
NRC official has testified that
capacity there isn't a short-term
problem.
Company officials say they
need to be able to dispose of
foreign waste because it will
help them develop relationships with other countries with
an end goal of building disposal
facilities abroad.
"Weare competing with other
foreign companies to participate as a leader from America in
the nuclear renaissance," company president Val Christensen
said at a recent hearing. "And
we have as our secret sauce, in
attempting to compete with
other world competitors, the
ability to«dispose of a small
amount of their waste, and it
is limited."
Company spokeswoman till
Sigal said 10 years is about the
length of time needed to site
and build a facility.
However, the publicly traded
company also said in an NRC
filing it would suffer substantial
economic harm if it couldn't dispose oftheltalianwaste.although
it acknowledged last week it has
no contracts with Italy yet.

By Greg Blu«stcin
The Associated Press

ATLANTA — In a first of its
kind ruling, a federal appeals
panel has sided with a prominent Miami defense lawyer
who was accused of a crime for
giving advice to attorneys for
an accused Medellin cocaine
cartel kingpin.
The 11th U.S. Circuit of
Appeals ruling Monday was
welcomed by defense lawyers,
who had feared that a successful prosecution of Ben Kuehne
would force them to stop taking cases involving defendants
whose financial situations are
murky. Defense attorneys say
it's a case of first impression,
meaning no federal appeals
court has previously ruled in
the same type of case.
The Atlanta-based panel's
ruling was a blow to the U.S.
justice Department, as it was
being closely watched in legal
circles as a test of whether federal prosecutors could charge
a defense lawyer with money
laundering under anti-drug
laws that target profits from
trafficking.
The ruling found that a
lower court judge was "eminently correct" to dismiss the
unprecedented indictment
against Kuehne and two others
on money laundering charges
under the federal statute. It

concluded that Kuehne was
protected by an exemption in
federal money-laundering statutes carved out by Congress for
defense attorneys in 1988.
"This is a huge win not just
for Ben Kuehne but for criminal
defense lawyers." said David O.
Markus, a Miami attorney who
helped write a friend of the court
brief on Kuehne's behalf for the
National Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers.
"It sends the message to the
government that criminal
defendants are entitled to representation and criminal defense
lawyers are entitled to represent
clients without having this dark
cloud hanging over their heads."
Kuehne is accused of writing
opinion letters that Colombian
drug kingpin Fabio Ochoa had
enough money free from the
taint of drug trafficking to pay
some S5.2 million in legal fees.
He was paid about S200.000
by Miami attorney Roy Black's
law firm and others involved in
Ochoa's defense.
A portion of die funds were
traced to a businessman named
Hemando Saravia, who transtemxl
son*' of the purportedly legUuBtP
cash from Ochoa to Black.
But Kuehne didn't know that
Saravia liad been cooperating will i
federal prosecutors and that some
of the money was from illegal
drug proceeds being handled
by undercover U.S. agents.

AXO Pumpkin Carving Contest
On Halloween, Oct. 31
12pm - 2pm
Teams of 3 for $20
Additional Teams are $15

@ the Alpha Chi Omega house lawn
AXO's Philanthropy, raising money for the Cocoon Shelter,
supporting battered women and children.
Wearing your Halloween costume is encouraged!
There will be food, drinks, and awards for the best pumpkins!
•Carve your Letters!
• Can bring decorations for pumpkin
• Dress for the weather (will be outside)

9
CALL FOR APPT. 567-278-1508
AVAILABLE FOR PARTIES

Foi moie information and to sign up please contact: Amber Bolin - amberbybgsu.edu
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SIDELINES

Women's cross country to run an extra
kilometer at Saturday's MAC Championships
By Brad Frank
Reporter

WOMEN S HOOPS
Two BG juniors earn
preseason honor
Lauren Prochaska (pictured)
and Tracy Pontius were
named to Full Court Press'
preseason Mid-Major Top-25
list. Prochaska the reining
Mid-American Conference
Player of the Year, was named
to the All-Third team by the
publication while Pontius, the
MVP of the MAC tournament

For the first time in the 30yi'ar history of the women's
Mid-American Conference
Championships, the championship race will be a UK event.
In 2000. all regional meets
were switched from 5K events,
and conferences around the
country were given the option
to switch to the new format. A
majority of MAC coaches voted
to keep the conference meet as
a ,">k event.
B(i coach ('ami Wells voted
then to switch the conference
meet to a OK rat r.
The issue surfaced at (he conference coaches' meeting prior
to the 2008 season.

"I thought we performed well at that
distance. It certainly wasn't a disadvantage
to switch to the 6K. but I don't know if it was
an advantage necessarily."
Cami Wells I Coach

The coaches concluded that
it was a disservice to the runners to have them run only a
5K at the conference race and
then run a 6K at the regional
meet, keeping in mind that the
conference aims to advance as
many teams and individuals
into the national championship
competition.
The coaches decided to
implement the change this season instead of last season in

order to have an entire year to
prepare for it.
Aside from wanting t he lengt h
of the conference and regional
meets to be the same, Wells
believed the change wouldn't
hurt her team in any way.
"I thought we performed well
at that distance," she said. "It
certainly wasn't a disadvantage
See COUNTRY I
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RUNNING: Women's cross country will adapt to a change at the MAC tournament

last season received honorable mention.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter

Reaching
his goals

The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure

Taking a look
back at 1959:
Editor's Note: This is a reprint from the Oct. 26,1959
issue of The BG News. This is the fifth in a nine week
series where we will republish the recaps from the
undefeated 1959 Falcon football team.

to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have

Fifth Straight Victory
For Falcon Warriors

in-game updates.
www.twitter.com/bgnewssports

Today in
Sports History

By DAVE YOUNG

The accurate passing of quarterback Bob Colburn and
the elusive running of halfbacks Bernie Casey and Russ
Hepner proved to be the decisive weapons in the Falcon's
attack as they defeated Kent State, 25-8, before a recordbreaking 11,000 Homecoming fans in Kent's soggy-turfed
Memorial Stadium Saturday afternoon.

1997- Dee Katner and
Violet Palmer are the first
female referees in the NBA.
1970-The Cleveland
Cavaliers play their first home
game, a 110-99 loss to San
Diego.

BENHULL
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VOLLEY: Lawrence clears an opposition attack earlier this season.

1961—Ground is broken for
Municipal (Shea) Stadium in
New York.
1900—After five months
the second Olympic games
end in France.

The List
In honor of Jacob Lawrences
persistence to reach his current collegiate career, we take
a look at the top-5 moments
in his four years at BG:

1. Going to BGSU:
Lawrence himself said his
greatest achievement was
making it as a college student
after growing up in an underprivileged family.

Senior living his dream
soccer
By John Lopez
Reporter

lor most student athletes, scoring the game-winninggoalorbeingthe best player on his or her team is a crowning achievement, but not for Jacob Lawrence.
Simply being given the opportunity to be a college student is his biggest
accomplishment.
Growing up in a special needs family with four siblings and one working parent, Lawrence knew that college would not be affordable for his family.
"I would say out of everything I have done, being able to come to BG on a scholarship is what I am most proud of," I.awrence said.
Raised in Brandon, Miss. Lawrence was a prodigious soccer talent, winning
state championships at the club and high school level.
"Between club soccer and high school we won eight state championships,"
See LAWRENCE I

:7

2. 3.93 GPA: Not only
has Lawrence earned performed on the field, he's also
maintained a team-high GPA
during that time period
3. Goals: A defender for

Soccer to play Wright State in
final non-conference game

most of his career. Lawrence
entered his senior year with
six career goals, he already
has four this season

4. Game winner: Of
his ten career goals, three
of those have proved to be
game-winners for the Falcons.
5. Starter: In his collegiate career Lawrence has
made 53 appearances, all but
one of those he was part of
the starting line up.

.

By John Lopez
Reporter

With four games remaining in their regular season, the Falcon soccer team is
gearing up to make a run in the Mid-American Conference tournament.
But before challenging Northern Illinois and Florida Atlantic for a spot in the
MAC tournament, the Falcons will travel to Wright State University (4-9-1) for a
non-conference battle of nine loss teams.
The Falcons (2-9-21 will look to continue their recent run of good form, which
has seen the team take four points from their last three games, includinga draw
with I lart wick College, the second place team in the MAC.
"We feel like we have some good momentum," BG coach Eric Nichols said. "I am
excited about t he game and I feel really good about where we are. Wright State is
similar to us. they have a good history but they have struggled the last few years."
As important as every game on the Falcons schedule is, Nichols is faced with
the task of making sure his players will be motivated for the game and not
See SOCCER | Page 7

Bowltnq Green's victory, coupled
with Ohio University's low to Miami, places Coach Doyl PORT'S loam
la an excellent position to cop tho
otto hi tho Mid American Confer•SCO. Regardless of tho outcome of
nut week's game with rival Miami,
tho ralcoM need only to boat Ohio
University at Athens on Nor. 21.
to win their first conference championship since 1IS(.
Two blocked punts and two
fumblea were Kent's downfall as
Bowling Green took advantage
[and scored twice on the Golden
Flash miscues. .
The first break for Bowling
Green came early in the first
quarter when Kent's halfback,
John Henry Martin, attempted a
punt that was blocked by Falcon
guard Dave Radlinski. The ball
bounced out of bounds on the
seven-yard line. However, the
Falcons failed to capitalise on
the situation and the ball went
over to the Flashes on downs.
Bowling Green's (list scon of
*o game came with 7itt remaining b> the Initial period. The Falcone bad sieved the ball 10 Kent's
II. bat found themselves la a situated which called for a Held goal.
The ball was spotted on tho 30-yard
one. when Chuck Hamesy booted
a 40-yard field goal, which fast
cleared rho uprights.
The Golden Flashes had Just
gained possession of the pigskin
when their halfback Arnold Jeter
fumbled on Kent's 19 and Ramsey
fell on the ball for Bowling Green.
The Falcons moved the ball down
to the one-foot line, but again
failed to icore as Hepner's roll-out
pass to Casey fell short.
Late la the first quarter, Kent
was again forced to punt from
its own seven. The pass from cener on the play was bad and a
Bowling Green man fell on the
loos* pigskin on the one-yard line.
Haw tan oul In the first period
before the Falocne could got off a
e first play of the
Casey bucked the
fee aw touchdown. CoDmm
•e Coney for two extra
a«s the rolcons wen off

However the Flashes were not
to be denied as they came right
back on a 64-yard touchdown
march. Quarterback Dick Mostardo, the top ground gainer in the
game for the Golden Flashes, and
halfback John Smith, paced the
team on the drive. With 6:27 left
to play in the first half, MosUrdo
carried the ball over from the five
and ran the extra points to make
the halftime score 11-8;
One third ol the way through the
third quarter, Bowling Omen go)
the break that was lo bo the awning point In tho game. Boater end
lorry Roberts came crashing tlugngh
the Kesri line fe> block an nnirmBlii
punt by Lou Pony and tackle lob
Bird, recovered the ball OB Kent's
44.
Casey went in for Bowling
Green's second touchdown minutes
later on a 10-yard end ran sweep,
as fullback Jerry Dianiska aided
Casey with a great block. Halfback Chuck Comer, leading ground
gainer for the Falcons to date, was
tackled short of the goal in the
attempt for the extra points.
With ItM remaining to be played at lb* third quarter, tho Falcone
pushed acnes then- third loochdown when Colburn carried an a
quatsrbock sneak. Usenet completed tho scoring for the afternoon
when he> drove over for two extra
points to giro Bowling Green Ho
final margin of victory.
Intercepted passes marked the
fourth quarter as the Falcons picked off three Kent passes and the
Flashes hauled in one. Coach Perry
substituted freely in the final
period.
rhe Falcons racked up 1*4 |
as the lioona and M
rt
the air. Going Into tho
roJcOBS won rated the top offensive team la the nation with an
average of 4JI.3 yards pet gosne.
Casey and Hepner were the
leading ground gainers for Bowling Graen with S3 and 48 yards,
respectively. Colburn connected
on 10 of 16 passes for 86 yards.
Motto!** jtaced Kent with «•
yards gamut a» the ground and
42 yard* through the. air. He completed 12 of 23
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Solway makes his return
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Forward returns to the ice after missing three games
1

in the lineup.
"David brings a lot of heart
to our lineup, a lot of spark,"
During an e ;hibition home Williams said. "He's a guy
game against Wilfrid Laurier that brings us with a lot more
on Oct. 3, Dav d Solway look a depth and offensive capabilihit that put a s :are in everyone ties. He brings life and energy
in attendance.
out there."
The blow frc m the Golden
In his return, Solway took
Hawks' Mike Gauthier left a combined six shots in two
Solway with a head and shoul- games against the Friars,
der injury, cau iing him to miss notching an assist on Tommy
the Falcons' nc xt three games.
Dee's First period goal against
However tha is all behind him the Friars.
as Solway is hack, returning to
Coach Williams said Solway
the ice last wee) end as BG hosted played well, but admitted he's a
Providence in a [Hiroflosses.
little rusty.
Although it i asii'i the return
At 5-foot-10 inches and 160
he had hoped fi IT, as the Falcons pounds, Solway still has to
dropped both games to the shake off the rust fairly quickly
Friars, Solway was excited to and get back to full form.
Anally get bad on the ice.
"He's kind of that complete
"It Hiring b ick| feels really package in the terms of grindgood," Solway aid. "I'm feeling ing it out," Williams said. "He's
awesome, my ihoulder is good. not afraid to get in the corners,
I've just been i ing it down and he goes to the net and he will go
taking care c f it. Sitting out against 6-foot-5 guys."
those games « as good for me."
For a team that has struggled
The Falcon > lost all three to score goals as of late, the
games in Sc Iway's absence, return of Solway just might be
and it was no secret the team the spark BG has been looking
needed him bi i:k.
for in recent weeks.
Solway is the team's top
The Falcons will especially
returning scorer from 2008- look to find that spark this
09 season in which he had 24 weekend as they travel to the
points (12 goals, 12 assists) University of Nebraska-Omaha
and coach Dennis Williams to officially open play in the
couldn't be happier to have one Central Collegiate Hockey
of his top offensive threats back Association.
By P« I Barmy
Re\ orter

LLJ^
\~*

MnL

SCORER: Lasts
09 season
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From Page 6

to switch to the (>k. but I don't
know if it was an Advantage necessarily."
Wells ini'iitinni'il she had
grown up used tp the nature
of SK races and that most
coaches are still getting used
to the specifics of 6K races
after being in coaching for at
longtime.
"It's still an adjustment to
get used to the 6*." she said.
"Workouts have changed a little
bit but not substantially."
Nonetheless, thle women's
team has run numerous 6K

A

meets throughout Wells' time
as coach for BG, running at
least one every year since
2000.
BG has now run two this season, including the Falcon Invite
which was converted to a 6K
race just last season.
Wells said there's not a particular adjustment runners have
to make in a 6K c<"->oared a 5K
race. She noted t.. . it's important for runners to pace themselves, whether the meet is a 5K
or a 6K race.
The women's team has competed well in both 6K meets this
season.
The Falcons placed eighth last
month in a tough field at the

Did you know?
In ancient Jipan, public contests were
held to sec who in a town could fart
the loudest pnd longest. Winners were
awarded many prizes and received great
recognition.!
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fflrANPIROG K8GNEWS
Md Solway had 24 points, good lor third on the team in the 2008-

Amy
by Jennifer Blanchard who
rounds out the freshman class.
Ruthenberg
Blanchard finished 18th, but
Shot a 169 (86-83)
In her first I collegiate golf dramatically improved her
at the All-Ohio
tournament, Ifreshman Amy score on the second day of play
Invitational
Ruthenberg lead her teammates (100-87,187).
Hannah Lambert closed out
at the All-Ohio Invitational, placing in .1 tie tor 10 th place in the 18 her final fall season in 15th place
excited to get back to work
(87-82,170).
player field.
According to coach Stephanie indoors during the upcoming,
Fellow Iii--.iini.in Susannah
Grunden continued her great Young, the women are looking winter months.
"Over the winter, we life twice
scoring streak foy also tying for forward to a short break in competitive play, and are ready to get a week and do cardio twice a
10th.
The women Participated in the into their training sessions for week," DiFrancesco said. "We
tournament Sul idaya nd Monday the spring season, utilizing BG's also use in the indoor golf facility. We hit balls and it has a swing
at the Ohio Scje University Golf indoor golf facility.
"We will be transitioning into analysis, and there's a putting
Club in Columbus. The fourteam field included Dayton our strength and conditioning green."
The women will resume play
University, Ohi)> State University program in just a few weeks,"
and Ohio University, while team Young said. "The team will also March 5 through March 7, 2010
scores were nit kept at the 36- be using the indoor practice at the Rio Verde Invitational. The
facility all winter to prepare for first of five spring tournaments
Iii ilr 11 >i111ia11 ii 1 it.
is scheduled to be held in Rio
Ruthenberg J86-83, 169) and the spring competition."
Paula DiFrancesco is also Verde, Arizona.
Grunden (89-80) were joined

COUNTRY

5

SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

*$M

I

By Morgan Carlson
Reporter

9

^M

Ruthenberq qets top-10 finish
in first co leqiate tournament
—I

6

5
7

T "*\
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2

Cami
Wells
Voted to make the
MAC championship
a 6K race

lona Meet of Champions. And
earlier this month, they won the
Falcon Invite in their final home
meet of the season.
BG will compete Saturday
at noon in the MAC

Championships, hosted by Ohio
University.
The race on Saturday will be
the first championship event for
any MAC varsity sport so far in
the2009-10 academic year.

:

LAWRENCE
From Page 6

Lawrence said. "It was exciting, getting the exposure for
those of us that wanted to play
in college."
It was in his freshman year
of high school that Uiwrence's
father, Henry, said if college
was going to be an option,
lacob would have to make a
decision.
"My dad told me that I needed to make the decision to
take soccer seriously or just
play for fun," [.awrence said. "I
knew that if I was going to get
a soccer scholarship, it would
not be a full ride, so I took my
grades very seriously in order
to also get an academic scholarship."
"I worked hard every night
in high school, going to bed
late after studying, making
sure I kept my grades up. It
eventually paid off because
the scholarship I got from BG
was a combination of athletics, my GPA and my SAT
scores."
Lawrence's study habits never left him, as he has
been named to the all-MidAmerican Conference academic first team each of the
last two years while maintaining a 3.94 GPA. the highest on
the team. This is something
that brings his father as much
pride as anything his son does
on the field.
"lacob is one of those who
will take you up on a challenge,
I challenged him to get an academic and athletic scholarship and he did it," Henry said.
"Growing up in a big family, he
really learned the value of a
dollar, lacob saw a lot of kids
go to college and come back a
year later unsuccessful, so he

B

Jacob
Lawrence
Is second on the
team with fout
goals this year

SOCCER
From Page 6

looking ahead to the conference
match-up with Northern Illinois
on Saturday.
'We have been talking all year about
how the next game we play is the
most important one," Nichols said.
knew that he was only going
"With only two wins this year, it's not
to get one shot at it."
as if we can look past any games."
Having performed well
Defender-turned-forward
enough in the classroom, as
lacob Lawrence will look to conwell as on the field, Lawrence
ended up in Bowling Green
tinue to add to his goal scoring
account, after netting four goals
almost by accident.
in the Falcons last three games,
Former Falcon coach Fred
including scoring twice against
Thompson was in Mississippi
recruiting another player ! Buffalo and Hartwick.
when Jacob's coach asked
" I took it on as my responsibility
to start scoring and so far it has
Thompson out to practice to
worked out," Lawrence said. "I
watch Lawrence play.
hope I can continue to do it into
"It was interesting how it
the last few games of the season
worked out," l.awrence said.
because we are going to need
"1 was looking at other colthose goals even more."
leges and it just so happened
that Coach Thompson was in
Lawrence will once again be
Mississippi. I'm very fortunate
partnered up top with Ahmad
Smith, whose recent form has
it happened the way it did. I'm
given the Falcons the spark
very grateful I got to come to
BG."
they have been missing since
playmaker Cameron Hepple reCurrent coach Eric Nichols
injured his groin last week.
is glad to have a player and
"Ahmad has been huge for us,
person like Lawrence in his
team in his first year at the
we feel 1 i ke we have had a lot more
ability to score goals recently
helm, even if he didn't recruit
with Jacob and Ahmad up front,"
him.
Nichols said. "His ability to get in
"As first year coaches here,
behind defenses, his strength on
we couldn't ask for anything
the ball and his hold up play gave
more than lacob; he is just a
the Hartwick defenders fits, and
special person," Nichols said.
those are some good defenders."
"Not only is he one of the best
As die Falcons Offense started to
soccer players I have ever
dick without I lepple, junior Thomas
been around but he is one of
Mclitui lias filled the void on defense.
the neatest people 1 have ever
"It's good to be back there again,"
been around."
McLean said. "It's like being back
Nichols' confidence in
home really. The cohesiveness is
Lawrence as a player is only
surpassed by his admirareally good at the moment."
tion for the senior as a perRegardless of the today's result,
the Falcons still have a chance to
son.
make it into the MAC tournament.
"lacob has given us everyIf they win their last two conference
thing he has got," Nichols said.
games, they'll Ix1 in good position
"He is just a really special perto qualify for postseason play.
son."

October 31st

Costume Contest @ Midnight

Happy Hour from 5-9

Prizes for:
Best Movie Character Costume
Best Group Costumes
Most Original Costume
and Best Male & Female Costumes

S3 Bloody Marys
Surprise Spooky Martinis
Bloody Shot Specials All Night Long
& Cauldron of Graveyard Punch

y\-■-.„

-

,

^-,-

Under 21 - S3
21 & over - no charge with costume
no costume -$3 cover charge
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SIDELINES

>mens cross country to run an extra
kilometer at Saturday's MAC Championships
By Brad Frank
Reporter

WOMEN S HOOPS
Two BG juniors earn
preseason honor
Lauren Prochaska (pictured)
and Tracy Pontius were
named to Full Court Press
preseason Mid-Major Top-25
list. Prochaska the reining
Mid-American Conference
Player of the Year, was named
to the All-Third team by the
publication while Pontius, the
MVP of the MAC tournament

For the first time in the 30year history of the women's
Mid-American Conference
Championships, the championship race will be a r>K event
in 2000, .ill regional meets
were switched Ironi ."iK events,
and conferences around the
country were given the option
to switch in the new format A
majority <>i MA(! coaches voted
to kwp the conference meet as
a 5K event.
BG coach Cam! Wells voted
then to switch the conference
meet to a 6K race.
The issue sui tared ai i he conference coaches' meeting prior
to the 2008 season,

"I thought we performed well at that
distance. It certainly wasn't a disadvantage
to switch to the 6K, but I don't know if it was
an advantage necessarily."
Lami Wells Coach

The coaches concluded that
il was u disservice to the runners to have them run only a
5K at the conference race and
then run a 6K at the regional
meet, keeping in mind that the
conference aims to advance as
many teams and individuals
into the national championship
competition.
The coaches decided to
implement the change this season instead of lasl season in

order to have an entire year to
prepare for it.
Aside from want i ng t lie lengt h
of the conference and regional
meets to be the same. Wells
believed the change wouldn't
hurt her team in any way.
"I thought we performed well
at that distance,'' she said. "It
certainly wasn't a disadvantage
BEHL0HMAN

COUNTRY

RUNNING: Women's cross country will adapt to a change at the MAC tournament.

last season received honorable mention.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

The BG News
Sports Twitter

Reaching
his goals

The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure

Taking a look
back at 1959:
Editor's Note: This is a reprint from the Oct. 26,1959
issue of The BG News. This is the fifth in a nine week
series where we will republish the recaps from the
undefeated 1959 Falcon football team.

to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have

Fifth Straight Victory
For Falcon Warriors

in-game updates.
www.twitter.com/bgnewssports

Today in
Sports History

By DAVE YOUNG

The accurate passing of quarterback Bob Colburn and
the elusive running of halfbacks Bernie Casey and Ruse
Hepner proved to be the decisive weapons in the Falcon's
attack as they defeated Kent State, 25-8, before a recordbreaking 11,000 Homecoming fans in Kent's soggy-turfed
Memorial Stadium Saturday afternoon.

1997-Dee Katner and
Violet Palmer are the first
female referees in the NBA.
1970-The Cleveland
Cavaliers play their first home
game, a 110-99 loss to San

BEN HUH

Diego
1961 —Ground is broken for
Municipal (Shea) Stadium in
New York.
1900—After five months
the second Olympic games
end in France.

The List
In honor of Jacob Lawrence''
persistence to reach his current collegiate career, we take
a look at the top-5 moments
in his four years at BG

1. Going to BGSU:
Lawrence himself said his
greatest achievement was
making it as a college student
after growing up in an underprivileged family.

Senior living his dream
of playing college soccer
By John Lopez
Reporter

lor most student at hletes, scoring the ganie-winninggoal or being the best player on his or her team is a crowning achievement, hut not for Jacob I-awrencc.
Simply being given the opportunity to be a college student is his biggest
accomplishment.
i rowing up in a special needs family with four siblings and one working parent, Lawrence knew (hat college would not be affordable for his family.
"I would say iiul of everything I have done, being able income to B(i on a scholarship is what I am most proud of," Lawrence said.
liaised in Brandon, Miss. Lawrence was a prodigious soccer talent, winning
state championships al the club and high school level.
"Between dub soccer and high school we won eight state championships.''
See LAWRENCE Page 7

2.3.93 GPA: Not only
has Lawrence earned performed on the field, he's also
maintained a team-high GPA
during that time period
3. Goals: A defender for

Soccer to play Wright State in
final non-conference game

most of his career. Lawrence
entered his senior year with
six career goals, he already
has four this season

4. Game winner: Of
his ten career goals, three
of those have proved to be
game-winners for the Falcons.
5. Starter: In his collegiate career Lawrence has
made 53 appearances, all but
one of those he was part of
the starting line up.

By John Lopez
Reporter

With lour games remaining in their regular season, the Falcon soccer team is
gearing up (o make a run in the Mid-American Conference tournament.
But before challenging Northern Illinois and Florida Atlantic for a s|xit in the
M \( tournament the Falcons will travel to Wright Stale University (4-9-11 for a
non-conference battle of nine loss teams.
I he Falcons (2-9-2) will look to continue their recent run of good form, which
has seen I he team take four poinls from their last three games, including a draw
with I lartwick t College, the second place team in the MAC.
"We fed like we have some good momentum," BG coach Fric Nichols said. "I am
excited about the game and I feel really good aboul where we are. Wright State is
similar to us. they have a gtxxl history but they have struggled the last few years."
As important as every game on the Falcons schedule is, Nichols is faced with
llie task of making sure his players will be motivated for the game and not
See SOCCER | Page 7

Bowling Green's victory, coupled
with Ohio University's lou to Miami, places Coach Doyl Pony's loom

In an excellent position to cop ths
tUU In the Mid-American Confer•no*. Regardless of ths outcome of
next week's game with rival Miami,
the Falcons need only to beat Ohio
University at Athens on NOT. 21.
to win their first conference charmplonshlp since 1951.
Two blocked punts and two
fumbles were Kent's downfall as
Bowling Green took advantage
and scored twice on the Golden
Flash miscues. .
The first break for Bowling
Green came early in the first
quarter when Kent's halfback,
John Henry Martin, attempted a
punt that was blocked by Falcon
guard Dave Rarllinski. The ball
bounced out of bounds on the
seven-yard line. However, the
Falcons failed to capitalize on
the situation and the ball went
over to the Flashes on downs.
Bowling Green's first score of
Ik* gams came with 7iM remainlag In the Initial period. The Falcons bad moved the ball lo Kent's
20, but found themselves In a situation which called for a field goal.
The ball was spotted on the 30 yaid
line, where Chuck Ramsey bouted
a 49-yard field goal, which lust
cleared the uprights.
The Golden Flashes had just
gained possession of the pigskin
when their halfback Arnold Jeter
fumbled on Kent's 19 and Ramsey
fall on the ball for Bowling Green.
The Falcons moved the ball down
to the one-foot line, but again
failed to score as Hepner's roll-out
pass to Casey fell short.
Late in the first quarter, Kent
was again forced to punt from
its own set-en. The pass from eerier on the play was bad and a
Bowling Green man fell on the
loose pigskin on the one-yard line.
Ttsee ran out in the first period
before the Falocns could get off a
play. But on the first play of the
sapors' quarter, Casey bucked the
Dae for the touchdown. Colburn
penned to Casey far two extra
•asset and the Falcons wen off
to what looked like cm easy victory.

However the Flashes were not
to be denied as they came right
back on a 64-yard touchdown
march. Quarterback Dick Mostardo, the top ground gainer in the
game for the Golden Flashes, and
halfback John Smith, paced the
team on the drive. With 6:27 left
to play in the first half, Mostardo
carried the ball over from the five
and ran the extra points to make
the half time score 11-8.
One third of the way through the
third quarter. Bowling Green got
the break that was to be the turnin" point In the game. Senior end
lorry Roberts came crashing through
the Kent line to block an nttsesplsrl
punt by Lou Perry and tackle Bab
Bird, recovered the ball en Kent's
44.
Casey wer.t in for Bowling
Green's second touchdown minutes
later on a 10-yard end run sweep,
as fulibtck Jerry Dianiska aided
Casey with a great block. Halfback Chuck Comer, leading ground
gainer for the Falcons to date, was
tackled short of the goal In the
attempt for the extra points.
With 2i03 remaining to be played In the third quarter, the Falcons
pushed across their third touchdown when Colburn carried on a
quarterback sneak. Hepner cm.
ploled the scoring for the afternoon
when ho drove over for tin extra
points lo give Bowling Green its
fl.ial margin el victory.
Intercepted passes marked the
fourth quarter as the Falcons picked off three Kent passes and the
Flashes hauled in one. Coach Perry
substituted freely in the final
period.
Ihe-Fakons lacked up 1*4 yards
on the ground and S3 yard* vest
the air. Going Into the gases nto
Falcons were rated the top offensive team In the nation with an
average of 421.3 yards per game.
Casey and Hepner were the
leading ground gainers for Bowling Green with 63 and 48 yards,
respectively. Colburn connected
on 10 of 16 paaaes for 86 yards.
Mostardo. faced Kent with 60
yards gained eat the ground and
42 yards through the air. He completed 12 of 28
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Solway makes his return
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Forward returns to the ice dkei missing three games
By Paul Barmy

During an exhibition home
game against Wilfrid lauricr
on Oct. 3. Dav^d Solway took a
hit that put a 4are in everyone
in attendance.!
The blow frqm the Golden
Hawks' Mikej Gauthier left
Solway with alhead and shoulder injury, causing him to miss
the Falcons' next three games.
1 lowever tha< is all behind him
as Solway is back, returning to
the ice last MMJUIMI as BG hosted
Providence in a bail of losses.
Although it vtasn't the return
he had hoped for, as the Falcons
dropped both games to the
Friars, Solway! was excited to
finally get back) on the ice.
"It Ibeing h^ickl feels really
good." Solway baid. "I'm feeling
awesome, my phouldcr is good.
I"ve jus' been i(:ing it down and
taking care df it. Sitting out
those games Was good for me."
The I .ili iiii«. lost all three
games in Sojway's absence,
and it was no secret the team
needed him back.
Solway is I he team's top
returning scorer from 200809 season in which he had 24
points (12 goals, 12 assists)
and coach Dennis Williams
couldn't be happier to have one
of his top offensive threats back

in the lineup.
"David brings a lot of heart
to our lineup, a lot of spark,"
Williams said, "lie's a guy
that brings us with a lot more
depth and offensive capabilities. He brings life and energy
out there."
In his return. Solway took
a combined six shots in two
games against the Friars,
notching an assist on Tommy
Dec's first period goal against
the Friars.
Coach Williams said Solway
played well, but admitted he's a
little rusty.
At 5-foot-10 inches and 160
pounds, Solway still has to
shake off the rust fairly quickly
and get back to full form.
"He's kind of that complete
package in the terms of grinding it out," Williams said. "He's
not afraid to get in the corners,
be goes to the net and he will go
against B-foot-5 guys."
For a team that has struggled
to score goals as of late, the
return of Solway just might be
the spark BG has been looking
for in recent weeks.
The Falcons will especially
look to find that spark this
weekend as they travel to the
University of Nebraska-Omaha
to officially open play in the
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association.

1

By Morgan Carlson
Reporter
In her first collegiate golf
tournament, freshman Amy
Ruthenberg lead her teammates
at the All-Ohiolnvitational. placingin a tie for 10th place in the 18
player Field.
Fellow freshman Susannah
Grunden continued her great
scoring streak by also tying for
10th.
The women participated in the
tournament Sunday and Monday
at the Ohio State University Golf
Club in Columbus. The fourteam field included Dayton
University, Ohat State University
and Ohio University, while team
scores were not kept at the 36hole tournament.
Rulhenbcrg |86-83, 1691 and
Grunden (89-80) were joined

COUNTRY
From
to switch to the I5K, but I don't
know if it was an advantage necessarily."
Wells mentioned she had
grown up used ID the nature
of 5K races and that most
coaches are still getting used
to the specifics of 6K races
after being in coaching for at
longtime
"It's still an adjustment to
get used to the 6K," she said.
"Workouts have changed a little
bit but not substantially."
Nonetheless, the women's
team has run numerous 6K

meets throughout Wells' time
as coach for BG, running at
least one every year since
2000.
BG has now run two this season, including the Falcon Invite
which was converted to a 6K
race just last season.
Wells said there's not a particular adjustment runners have
to make in a 6K compared a 5k
race. She noted that it's important for runners to pace themselves, whether the meet is a 5K
or a 6K race.
The women's team has competed well in both 6K meets this
season.
The Falcons placed eighth last
month in a tough field at the

In ancient Japan, public contests were
held to sec who in a town could fart
the loudest and longest. Winners were
awarded many prizes and received great
recognition.
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SCORER: last season David SoUiy had 24 points.good fi»l
09 season
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Amy
Ruthenberg
Shot a 169 (86-85)
at the All-Ohio
Invitational

excited to gel back to work
indoors during the upcoming,
winter months.
"Over the winter, we life twice
a week and do cardio twice a
week," DiFrancesco said "We
also use in the indoor golf facility. We hit balls and it has a swing
analysis, and there's a putting
green."
The women will resume play
March 5 through March 7, 2010
at the Rio Verde Invitational. I he
first of five spring tournaments
is scheduled to be held in Rio
Verde \rizona.

m

Cami
Wells
Voted to make the
MAC championship
a 6K tace

lona Meet of Champions, And
earlierthis month, they won the
Falcon Invite in their final home
meet of the season.
BG will compete Saturda)
at
noon
in
the
MAC
Championships, hosted by Ohio
University.
riic race on Saturday will be
the first championship event for
any MAC varsity sport SO far in
the 2009-10 academic year,
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Lawrence said. "It was exciting, gelling the exposure for
those of us that wanted to play
in college."
It was in his freshman year
of high school that Lawrence's
father, Henry, said if college
was going to be an option,
lacob would have to make a
decision.
"My dad told me thai I needed to make the decision to
take soccer seriously or just
play for fun," Lawrence said. "1
knew thai if I was going to get
a soccer scholarship, it would
not be a full ride, so I took my
grades very serious!) in ordei
tn also gel an academic scholarship."
I worked hard ever] night
in high school, going to bed
late after studying, making
sure 1 kept my grades up. It
eventually paid off because
the scholarship I got from BG
was a combination of athletics, my GPA and m) S \ I
Mines.'
Lawrence's
study
habits never left him. as he has
been named to the all-MidAmerican Conference academic first team each of the
last two years while maintaining a 3.94 GPA, the highest on
the team. This is something
thai brings bis father as much

pride as anything his son does
on l he field.
"lacob is one of those who
will lake you up on a challenge,
I challenged him to get an academic and athletic scholarship and he did it," Henrj said.
"i irovi ing up in a big family, he
really learned the value of a
dollar, lacob saw a lot of kids
go to college and come back a
year later unsuccessful, so he

n

Jacob
Lawrence
Is second on the
team with four

Happy Hour from 5-9
S3 Bloody Marys
Surprise Spooky Martinis
Bloody Shot Specials All Night Long
& Cauldron of Graveyard Punch

SOCCER
From Page 6

looking ahead to the conference
match-up wilh Northern Illinois
goals this year
i on Saturday.
"We have been talking all year about
how the next game we play is ttic
most Important one'" Nichols sakl
knew thai be was onh, going
"With only two wins this year, it's not
to get one shot at it."
Having pel formed well
as if we ran kxik past any games."
Defender-turned-forward
enough in the classroom, as
lacob Lawrence will look to conwell as on the field, Lawrence
ended up in Bowling Green
tinue to add to his goal scoring
account, after netting four goals
almost by accident.
In the Falcons last three games,
Former falcon coach Fred
Thompson was in Mississippi
including scoring twice against
Buffalo and I lartw iik.
recruiting another player
when lacob's coach asked
i look it on as my responsibility
to start scoring and so far it has
Thompson out to practice to
worked out." Lawrence said. "I
watch I awrenceplay,
hope I can continue to do it into
"It was Interesting how il
worked out," Lawrence said.
the last few games of the season
because we are going to need
"I was looking at other colthose goals even more."
leges and il just so happened
that Coach I hompson was in
I aw rence will once again be
Mississippi, I'm very fortunate
partnered up top with Ahmad
Smith, whose recent form has
it happened the way it did. I'm
given the falcons the spark
verj grateful I got to come to
the) have been missing since
Replaymaker Cameron llepple recurrent coach Eric Nichols
is glad to have a player and
injured his groin last week,
"Ahmad has been huge for us.
person like Lawrence in his
team in Ins first yeai at the
we feel like we have had a lot more
abilitv lo score goals recently
helm, even if he didn't recruit
With Jacob and Ahmad up front.'
him.
Nichols said. "His ability to get in
"As first-year coaches here,
behind defenses, his strength on
we couldn't ask for anything
the ball and his hold up play gave
more than lacob; he is |iisi a
the I lartw iik defenders fits, and
Special person," Nichols said.
those are some good defenders."
"Not onlv is he one ol the best
As the Ratals offense started to
soccei players I have ever
click without I leppk\ junixThomas
been around bin he is one of
\ Id ean has liUed the raid on defense
the neatest people 1 have ever
"It's good to be back then1 again,"
been around.'
Mclean said. "It's like being back
Nichols' confidence in
home really The cohesiveness is
Lawrence as a player is only
really good at the moment"
surpassed by his admiration for the senior as a perRegardless of the todays result,
the falcons still have a chance to
son.
make it into the MAC tournament
"Jacob has given us everything he has got." Nichols said.
it the) win their last two conference
games, they II lv in good position
"He is just a really special per
son.'"
ii i qualify for postseason play.

Costume Contest @ Midnight

October 31st

Did you know?
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by lennifer Blanchard who
rounds out the freshman class.
Blanchard finished 18th, but
dramatically improved her
score on the second day of play
(100-87, 187|.
Hannah I-ambcrt closed out
her final fall season in 15th place
(87-82,1701.
According to coach Stephanie
Young, the women are looking
forward to a short break in competitive play, and are ready to get
into their training sessions for
the spring season, utilizing BG's
indoor golf facility.
"We will be transilioning into
out strength and conditioning
program in just a few weeks,"
Young said. "The team will also
be using the indoor practice
facility all winter to prepare for
the spring competition."
Paula DiFrancesco is also

4
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Ruthenberq qets top-10 finish
in first co leaiate tournament
~J

9
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Prizes for:
Best Movie Character Costume
Best Group Costumes
Most Original Costume
^ and Best Male t Female Costumes

"As-

under 21 - $3
21 & over - no charge with costume
no costume -$3 cover charge
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HALLOWEEN DINING HALLS
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HALLOWEEN DECOR IN DINING HALLS

HPV Fact:
It is estimated
that each
minute in the
US, there is a
new case of
genital warts.
There's something you can do.

Visit your campus
health center.

Photos By Ben Lohman | The BG News I
TOP: Senior Rey Marquez admires the Halloween decorations put up throughout the SunDral yesterday afternoon. The theme ol the
dining hall was Thriller.
LEFT: Jell Albertma (center) and his co-workers prepare Founders Keepers dining hall with Halloween decoratiorfc. Haloween-lhemed
food was also served at Founders as a special
BOTTOM: Freddy Krueger greets customers at the Union yesterday afternoon The halloween theme in the Uniin was the movie 'Friday
the 15th"

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

STOP
sV

by our office &
pick up the
New Lifting

^8

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good locations]
Available for 2010-2011
• We have Efficiencies, I Bedroom and 2 Bejdroom Apartmcnls.
• In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
• In most cases, waler, sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE UMTS READY TO IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE,
319 K. WoustiT Street, Howling (Jreen, OH
Located Across hjmm Taco Bell.

RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- M iinl.i- to Kridaj - S: Mi to 5:30 • Saturday • 8:30 to 5:00
vi»v..johnnew lottrealestale.com
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Obama celebrates
peace deal between
Jordan and Israel

Three DEA agents
killed in Afghan
helicopter crash

WASHINGTON (AP)-President
Barack Obama says a peace treaty
: igned IS years ago between Jordan
and Israel is a reminder that peace is
always possible, despite obstacles that
may seem impossible to overcome.

WASHINGTON - Three Drug
Enforcement Administration agents
were killed Monday when a US military helicopter went down in the west
of Afghanistan, U.S. officials said.

In 1994 King Hussein of Jordan and
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin
signed the treaty near the IsraeliJordanian border.
In a statement issued late Monday
by the White House. Obama said that
as he and others in his administration
work to restart stalled peace talks
between Palestinians and Israelis, they
are inspired by what Jordan and Israel
achieved 15 years ago.
They knew the destination was worthy of the struggle. Obama said

The casualties mark the first DEA
deaths in Afghanistan since the drug
agency began operations there in
2005. Seven U.S. service members
were also killed in the crash in the west
of the country Officials say the helicopter had left the scene of a fire fight
with insurgents.
"DEA is an extremely tight family,
and the death of these three brave
agents is a devastating loss for us,"
DEA administrator Michele Leonhart
said in a statement "No expressions of
grief can adequately convey the depth
of the collective sorrow that we feel for
their loved ones"
-Devlin Barrett (AP)

Defense secretary:
Injured troops
face too much
bureaucracy
WASHINGTON - Defense
Secretary Robert Gates said
Monday that troops injured in
combat in Iraq and Afghanistan continue to face too many bureaucratic
hurdles.
Paperwork alone for them can be
"frustrating, adversarial, and unnecessarily complex." Gates said.
Gates spoke at a mental health
summit with Veterans Affairs
Secretary Eric Shinseki. By appearing publicly together, they sought
to reinforce their commitment to
tackling veterans' health issues and
the stigma associated with seeking
mental health care.
Earlier this year, they pledged
with President Barack Obama to
create a system that would make it
easier for the Pentagon and VA to
exchange information so there is
less of a wait for veterans to get disability benefits

FBI, police rescue
52 kids in nationwide
prostitution probes

Dodd wants
immediate rate
freeze on credit cards

Report: FBI not
reviewing all of
its evidence

WASHINGTON (AP)-FBI officials say they have rescued 52 children
in a series of raids around the country
aimed at underage prostitution

WASHINGTON-Senate Banking
Committee chairman Chris Dodd
who is fighting for his political survival,
proposed Monday an immediate interest rate freeze on the estimated 700
million credit cards in circulation.

still not reviewing reams of evidence
collected m coumerterrorism cases,
and has fewer translators than it did
a few years ago. an internal government watchdog said Monday.

Authohties say the youngest victim
was just 10 years old. The bureau and
local poke officials also arrested 60
pimps during the three-day enforcement effort in 36 cities
The raids are the latest in a longrunning Operation Cross Country
aimed at child prostitution rings around
the country. Almost 1.600 agents and
officers took part in the raids, which led
to federal and state charges against a
total of 691 suspects. The investigations typically target places where
minors are likely to be sold for sex.
including truck stops, casinos, public
streets, and Internet Web sites.

The legislation is unlikely to go
anywhere in the Senate, where business-minded Democrats would join
Republicans in casting the measure as
draconian and unnecessary.
Banks say that capping interest rates
would cut their profits arid force them
to lend less money, which would reduce
spending and worsen the economy.
Dodd s proposal seemed aimed
at reconnecting the Connecticut
Democrat with voters, many of whom
have questioned his close ties to big
banks after he was tied to a sweetheart loan scandal The Senate Ethics
Committee cleared him of violating any
rules, although his poll numbers remain
shaky
-Anne Flaherty (AP)

- Kimbecly Hefl.ng (AP)

Obama administration against

concern over public option

barring religious defamation

WASHINGTON — Inclusion of
a government insurance plan in
Senate health care legislation is
posing problems for moderate
senators whose votes are critical
to passing the bill. Reverberations
could be felt across the Capitol,
where House Democratic leaders
are finalizing a bill with a government plan.
Connecticut Sen. Joseph
Lieberman said yesterday that
while he won't vote to block
Majority Leader Harry Reid's plan
from going to the Senate floor
for debate, he would ultimately
oppose the measure because it
includes a public option.
Meanwhile, Maine Republican
Susan Collins, who had earlier
indicated interest in trying to pass
a bipartisan bill this year, issued
a statement underscoring her
opposition to "a taxpayer-subsidized, government-run health
insurance company."
Lieberman said yesterday in
a telephone interview with The
Associated Press that he's worried
a public option would be costly
to taxpayers and drive up insurance premiums. An independent
who caucuses with Democrats,
Ijeberman is among a group of
about a dozen moderate senators
whose support Reid will need as
Senate critical health care votes
near.
Lieberman said he's open to the
possibility of supportinga plan set
up and run by the states.
It's not clear that Reid, D-Nev„
has the 60 votes needed for the
controversial government insurance plan to prevail on the Senate
floor. If it fails, that could affect the
thinking of House members, particularly moderate Democrats.
"There are some members of
the House, obviously, who are
very concerned about what the
Senate does... because they want
to vote for something that can
pass, that can be enacted," said
House Majority Leader Steny
Hoyer,D-Md.
"On the other hand there
are a whole lot of people in the
House, the great majority of the
Democrats in the House, who
want to see a health reform bill
pass in the fashion that we believe
is justified ... and I think an over-

whelming majority of Democrats
are in favor of the public option,"
Hoyer added.
Lawmakers must meld the
House and Senate versions of the
health care bills.
House Democratic leaders
have been debating the shape
the government insurance plan
will take in their bill, with Speaker
Nancy Pelosi pushing for a strong
version that would tie payment
rates to providers to rates paid
by Medicare — likely resulting
in cheaper costs for patients but
lower payments to hospitals and
doctors, something that troubles
moderates.
Pelosi doesn't appear to have
the votes for that plan. Hoyer said
that switching the design to allow
the Health and Human Services
secretary to negotiate payment
rates with providers — the
approach Reid is taking — gets
more support for a public option,
which Hoyer said currently commands between 200 and 218
votes. A simple majority in the
House is 218.
Reid's plan would allow individual states to opt out of the public insurance plan. In the wake
of his announcement Monday
the focus of the health overhaul
debate shifted to the handful of
moderate senators whose support
will be crucial to get him to 60.
Reid's decision amounted to a
victory for liberal lawmakers who
have pushed for a public insurance option they contend would
create needed competition for
private industry and provide
affordable choices to consumers.
The reaction from moderate
Democrats — they fear a public
plan could drive insurers out of
business and take over the marketplace — ranged from muted
to skeptical. The one Republican
who has so far lent her support to
Democratic health overhaul proposals, Sen. Oh/mpia Snowe of
Maine, said she was "deeply disappointed" by Reid's decision.
Snowe had supported allowing
government insurance in individual states only if the private
market wasn't providing sufficient
choice and competition.
Among the moderates whose
support is in question are Sens.
Ben Nelson of Nebraska, Blanche
Lincoln of Arkansas and Mary
Landrieu of Louisiana.

Glenn Fine, the Justice
Department's inspector general,
issued a report Monday finding
flaws in the FBI's translation and
evidence review efforts. FBI officials
responded by saying the inspector
general overstated the problem by
double-counting wiretap recording;
that are shared with more than one
bureau office.
The 151 page report says
that since 2003. the FBI has not
reviewed about 47.000 hours of
audio files in counterterronsm
cases - the equivalent of a single
recording running for five and a half
years straight The bureau ss»s the
real backlog is only about a tenth
of that, or 4.770 hours - 200 days
worth
- Devlin Barrett (AP)

Senate moderates voice
By Erica Warner
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The FBI is

By Matthew Lee
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Obama
administration on Monday
came out strongly against
efforts by Islamic nations to
bar the defamation of religions,
saying the moves would restrict
free speech.
"Some claim that the best
way to protect the freedom of
religion is to implement socalled anti-defamation policies
that would restrict freedom of
expression and the freedom
of religion,'' Secretary of State
Hillary Rodham Clinton told
reporters. "I strongly disagree."
Clinton said the United
States was opposed to negative depictions of specific faiths
and would always fight against
belief-based discrimination.
But she said a person's ability
to practice their religion was
entirely unrelated to another
person's right to free speech.
"The protection of speech
about religion is particularly
important since persons of different faith will inevitably hold
divergent views on religious
questions," Clinton said. "These
differences should be met with
tolerance, not with thesuppression of discourse."
Her comments came as the
Organization of the Islamic
Conference, a 56-nation bloc of
Islamic countries, is pressing
the U.N. Human Rights Council
to adopt a resolution that would
broadly condemn the defamation of religion.
The effort is widely seen as
a reaction to perceived antiIslamic incidents, including the
publication in Europe of several
cartoons depicting the Prophet
Mohammed.
Michael Posner, the assistant U.S. secretary of state for
human rights, democracy and
labor whose office prepares the
religious freedom report, said
the resolution "goes too far."
"The notion that a religion
can be defamed and that any
comments that are negative
about that religion can constitute a violation of human rights
to us violates the core principle

of free speech," he said.
Posner was part of a delegation at the Human Rights
Council that successfully negotiated with Egypt acompromise
over another similar resolution
that had aimed to condemn
religion-related harassment or
discrimination.
He said the administration
wanted to differentiate between
such harassment and defamation and would do so both in
the Human Rights Council and
the U.N. General Assembly.
"There are limits to free
expression and there are certainly concerns about people
targeting individuals because
of their religious belief or their
race or their ethnicity," he said.
"But at the same time,
we're also clear that a resolution, broadly speaking, that
talks about the defamation of
a religion is a violation of free
speech."
Clinton and Posner spoke
as they released the State
Department's annual report on
internationalreligiousfreedom,
which, as in years past, criticized Saudi Arabia, Uzbekistan,
Myanmar, China, Eritrea, Iran,
North Korea and Sudan for violating religious freedom.
Those eight nations are designated "countries of particular concern" for abuses of religious worshippers. The Obama
administration is currently
reviewing the designations,
which can be accompanied by
sanctions.

Your Events
With BG Views Events you can let
all of Bowling Green know about
your upcoming events for free!
Compatable with Facebook. Twitter. iCat.
Google Calender, and many more! New
features are easy and fun to use
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visn us online and post your event <?
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: General's Afghanistan
plan goes 'too far, too fast'
By Anne Gaaran
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — A war plan
that asks President Barack
Obama to commit tens of thousands of additional U.S. forces
to Afghanistan is too ambitious, a top Senate Democrat
said Monday.
Sen. John Kerry, chairman of the Senate foreign
Relations Committee and
the White House's point man
during last week's tense talks
with Afghan President llamid
Karzai, praised commanding
Gen. Stanley McChryslal but
said his plan for adding troops
in Afghanistan "goes too far.
too fast."
Kerry's stance would aim for
a modest increase in American
forces, treading middle ground
between Republicans who have
said Obama would put soldiers
and the country at risk by rejecting McChrystal's larger request
and anti-war Democrats who
question whether the United
States has already taken on too
much in Afghanistan.
"Under the right circumstances, if we can be confident
that military efforts can be sustained and built upon, then I
would support the president
should he decide to send some
additional troops to regain the
initiative," Kerry said.
Obama is nearing a decision
on whether to commit large
numbers of additional troops to
the war next year. McChrystal
favors an increase of roughly
40,000, officials have told I he
Associated Press, which would
allow the U.S. military to
expand its reach in areas of the
country's south and east now
under Taliban sway.
Fresh from several days
of talks in both Pakistan and
Afghanistan. Kerry warned that
the United States also cannot
risk a drastic shift in strategy
that would focus narrowly on
hunting terrorists.
"We all see the appeal of a
limited counterterrorism mission, and no doubt it is part of
the endgame, but I don't think
we're there yet," Kerry said

during remarks to the Council
on Foreign Relations. "A narrow mission that cedes half the
country to the Taliban could;
lead tocivil war" in Afghanistan
and threaten the fragile civilian government in Pakistan, he
said.
Obama
mourned
14
Americans killed Monday
in helicopter crashes in
Afghanistan, and told a military
audience he will not be hurried ,
as he evaluates whether to alter]
U.S. strategy in the war.
"I will never rush the sol-;
cmn decision of sending you*
into harm's way. I won't risk;
your lives unless it is absolutely!
necessary," Obama said dur-1
ing a visit to Naval Air Station;
lacksonville in Florida.
Obama convened another in]
a series of White House war
council sessions with Cabinet
officials and other top advisers earlier Monday amid
Republican criticism that he is
taking too long to choose his
next move.
White House press secretary
Robert Gibbs told reporters
Monday that a decision is still
expected in the coming weeks.
As Olxi ma weighs his opt ions
on the military side, the State
Department said Monday it
was on track to meet the goal of
tripling the size of the civilian
component in Afghanistan by
year's end or very early 2010.
That will bring the number of
agronomists, lawyers, diplomats
and development experts in the
country from 320 in lanuary to
974. Deputy Secretary of State
for Management lack Lew told
reporters.
Lew said he did not expect
Obama's decision on troops to
have a significant effect on the
civilians except in cases where
additional troops might secure
new areas of the country for
them in work safely.
Three
civilian
Drug
Enforcement Administration
agents died Monday during the
crash of a U.S. military helicopter thai also killed seven U.S.
service members, an official
said. The craft went down in
the west of Afghanistan.
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Ohio Marine killed
in Afghanistan
chopper crash

Eric Clapton off
Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame concert bill
CLEVELAND (AP)-Erie Clapton

LOVELAND. Ohio (AP)-Military
officials say a Marine from the
Cincinnati area was one of 14
Americans killed in Afghanistan on
Monday, the deadliest day for US
troops in that country in more than
four years

has bowed out of this week's Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame 25th birthday festivities for health reasons
The guitar great's official Web site
says Clapton will undergo a minor
medical procedure for gall stones and
won't be able to perform as scheduled
at one of the two Rock Hall anniversary
concerts in New York

The Pentagon says 30-year-old
Capt David Mitchell of Loveland was
among four Marines who died when
two helicopters collided in flight over
Afghanistans Helmand province.

A statement from the hall in
Cleveland says the Jeff Beck Band will
replace Clapton on Friday's bill.

Mitchell was assigned to the Marine
Light Attack Helicopter Squadron 367.
Marine Aircraft Group 39.3rd Marine
Aircraft Wing. I Marine Expeditionary
Eorce. based out of Camp Pendleton.

The shows tomorrow and Friday at
Madison Sguare Garden feature only
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame inductees,
in a lineup of legends that also includes
Bruce Springsteen. Aretha Franklin. U2
and Stevie Wonder.

Calif
Ten other Americans, including
three DE A agents, died when a U.S.
military helicopter crashed Monday
while returning from a firefight with

Clapton's Web site says he remains
committed to his 2010 conceit schedule

Some worry casinos
may not help local
governments
COLUMBUS-A ballot proposal
to build casinos in (our Ohio cities
seems to be clear: a yes' vote would
bring in millions of dollars in additional money to run local governments and schools.
But a revenue-hungry state
government in Columbus may have
different plans, should casinos in
Cleveland. Columbus. Cincinnati
and Toledo be approved on Nov. 3
While Issue 3 backers say the
casinos would be worth an additional $585 million a year to counties, cities and schools, ambiguous
language in the amendment would
permit the state to take money out
of a fund set aside for local governments, potentially leaving them no
better off than they are now. state
lawmakers said.
- Stephen Ma|ors (AP)

suspected Taliban drug traffickers in
western Afghanistan

SHELTER
From Page 3
a win-win for both my class
and the Cocoon Shelter."
"My group was a little intimidated by the project at first," said
Brittany Mazur, a student in the
class. "But seeing how emotional
Ms. Clossick got when she was
asking the class to do this made
all of us want to do a really good
job. I'm glad we were able to
contribute."
The students were given about
a month to prepare theirprojects
and on Oct. 1. they presented
their ideas in front of Clossick
and Doug Cubberly, who chairs
the shelter's development committee.
Ideas ranged from a Masque
Ball to a H'alkathon to a golf outing. Both Clossick and Cubberly
came away wowed well beyond
their initial expectations.
"The students demonstrated
a remarkable capacity, energy,
creativity and talent to come
together and help solve community problems," Clossick said.
"Their work far exceeded my

expectations."
"Going in, I did not quite know
what to expect," Cubberly said.
"But I left very impressed with
what I saw. I loved the maturity
and professionalism of the presentations. The students left no
stone unturned, you could really
tell that they put a lot of time and
thought into this."
In the coming weeks, the shelter board of directors will meet
and sift through the projects
to decide which ideas they like
best. More than likely, according to Clossick, the shelter will
draw from the strengths of each
presentation in coordinating the
event rather than just settling on
a single idea.
"The students came up with
such great ideas that we would
never have thought of," Clossick
said. "1 am excited to pull from
all the presentations and create
a really strong event."
Whichever ideas the Shelter
ultimately settles on, they hope
that the event will forge a lasting
connection with the University
in hopes that BGSU will remain
a viable resource in the fight to
raise awareness about the hor-

rors of domestic violence.
"I think that this project will
definitely help raise awareness
here on campus," Mazur said. "It
seems like everybody tells their
friends about what is going on
in their classes, so if 30 people in
our class tell their friends about
this project then that is a great
way right there to spread the
word."
"Domestic violence touches
every aspect of our lives and it
requires addressing issues at
every level," Clossick said. "If
each person could commit toone
simple thing, such as challenging jokes that degrade women or
sitting and listening to a friend
who is possibly experiencing
abuse, then collectively, we can
begin to make a big change."
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Heartless
Run in a traffic jam?
"_ fan tutte": Mozart opera
Hodgepodge
Aquarium clapper
Be silent, in music
Tropical fruit that grows underground?
Autobahn autos
Exceeded, as a budget
Ankle-swelling cause
Church game played with cans
and bottles?
Workout unit
More cunning
Not away
Michigan college town
Italian cheese from the Florida
Keys?
Snobs
Fictional author of "The World
According to Bensenhaver"

41
43
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57
59
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64

Designer Chanel
Patron saint of Norway
Like glowing coals
Hall of Fame second baseman Bobby
5 Stern with a bow
6 Chain that serves the Grand
Slam breakfast
7 Fall behind
8 "Strange Magic" band
9 Bay of Naples isle
10 Continental divide?
11 Baseball commission- 33 Hook (up)
34 False god
er since the '90s
35 Brute
12"__ big deal"
36 Weapon in Clue
15 Military higher-ups
38 Hardly at all
17 G.I. ration
42 "When I'm ready"
20 Witnessed visiting
44 The King
22 Enduring opus
45 Lathered up
23 Navel buildup
46 Food fowl
24 Bailiff's request
25 Compound containing 47 Battery terminal
48 "Peachy keen!"
a hydroxl group
49 "For Me and My _'
26 Spitting sound
29 Giant great who wore 50 Bay window
53 Wildebeests
#4
54 Indian mausoleum
30 Library volumes?
city
31 Avian homemaker
55 Flue coat
Spot to get off
57 Dallas eager, briefly
Grant opponent
58 He's next to Teddy on
Fled what was once Zaire?
Mount Rushmore
Body shop offering
SWAT team supply
Jet trail
Jargon of ancient Yucatan?
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Pregnancy Tests
Counseling
Post Abortion Counseling
Pregnancy Support
Adoption Information
Limited Ultrasounds
Material Assistance

BGH
NEWS

Classified Ads

HPV Fact:
Your boyfriend
can't get
screened for
HPV—the virus
that causes
genital warts.
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Reliable inlormation on all options.
Supportive and professional.
441 Frazee 419.354.4673
www.bgpc.org
M-Th (10-5). Fri (10-1)

Please call lor an appointment.

Help Wanted

For Rent

(BARTENDING! up to $300/day. No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

All new effic apt. 1220 E. Wooster,
S350/mo * electric.
Call 419-352-1104 for more info.

Brand new 6 BR, 3 bath home,
close to campus.
Call 419-575-2683 for more info.

STUDENT WORK
$14.25 base-appt. flex hours,
training provided, gain experience in
customer sales/service, all ages 18+,
call 419-740-7299 ASAP!

www.meccabg.com
Mecca Management, Inc.
419-353-5800

419-372-6977
The BG Newt will no! knowtngty accepi
advertisement! (hat discriminate, or
encourage discrimination .iRiimit any
Individual ot group on the basis of race.
sen. color, creed, religion, national origin,
sexual orientation, disability, status as a
veteran, or on the basis of any other legally
protected slatus.

-

For Rent

1-3BR house, avail 8/15/10,
1 -3BR apt + util, avail 8/15/10,
1 -3FJR house + util, avail 5/15/10,
1 -1BR effic + elec, avail 5/15/10,
1 room effic + elec, avail 7/15/10.
Call 419-601-3225 or 352-4773.

The BG News reserves the right 10 decline,
discontinue or revise any advertisement
such as those found to be defamatory,
lacking in factual basis, misleading or false
in nature. All advertisements are subject
to editing and approval.

"Now signing 10-11 sy leases. Ig
houses- Wooster/ ask about free Int.
Cartyrentals.com/ 353-0325, 9a-9p.

Help Wanted
Employees needed to perform light
production work w/ flex hours. Must
work at least 15 hrs per week, can
be FT, many BGSU students work
here, easy walk from campus. Pay is
&7 30/hr. Pick up an application at:
Advanced Specialty Products. Inc.
428 Clough St. Bowling Green, OH.

■3 bdrm home low as 599.00,
2 blocks fr univ, also 1/1/10-2 apts,
Eff+Rms low as $225. see
Cartyrentals.com,353-0325 9a-9p

3 & 4 BR apts, recently updated!
619 High St, BG. Avail May.
Call 419-308-3525.

VILLAGE

IVYWOODAPTM

APARTMENTS

* Apartments Available *
•Fully Furnished

* Minutes from BGSU *

•Frig & Micro

• Pet friendly community *

•All utilities paid
•77 channel cable TV

* Gas included *

•Near BGSU
•Private patio/entrance
•Extra storage
•Pets welcome
' •Short-term leases available"

•Local Phone included

SPECIAL RATES
FOR OCTOBER!

•Directly across from BGSU
•No contract needed

Located at:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

.419-352-7691 EHO

ajfe for Hem.

Lormorantco.com

419.352.5211

4'9-352-<>33!
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There's something you can do.

Visit your campus
health center.
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